This paper presents the JMaCS 1 monitoring and control software. It begins by explaining the motivation for the software's development, including the choice of platform, before going on to describe the software's design, including the assumptions upon which this was based. The implementation of the design is then discussed, where it is revealed what problems were encountered in practice, and how these were addressed. A demonstration target is then described, and the results of some load testing given. Finally, some conclusions are drawn from what has been demonstrated, and also from the experience of developing the software.
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DESIGN

Client-server design
It was decided that a given target should consist of a server together with some number of device-interface (DI) and userinterface (UI) clients. This was considered to be a suitable reflection of the distributed and possibly remote nature of the target, and also to have two advantages over a design involving DI servers: access to devices is more secure, since they may only be accessed via the target server chosen by the DI deployer; it is more easily extended, by the simple introduction of additional DI clients.
High-level vs low-level interactions
DI plug-in supplies driver, optional GUIs
To have JMaCS talk to your hardware (or software), the idea is to supply a 'plug-in' for it, consisting of classes implementing particular Java interfaces. Thus, a driver class is required (for executing commands and generating status), together with optional classes for any monitor window and any control panel, plus any constants.
DIs register domain.like.names, resulting in logical hierarchy
Your plug-in must be supplied together with a domain.like.name, thereby defining the DI's position in a logical hierarchy representing the target as a whole. Users may then interactively navigate to a particular DI using a tree widget, and DIs have a way to address each other. Note that the hierarchy is only a logical one-the design requires that all interaction with a given DI (except for the dissemination of device status samples by multicasting) takes place via the target's server. 
PD framework
The DI plug-in adapter called for by the design is provided by the PD framework (org.jmacs.pd package). The way this works is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Thus, all PD definitions must include a Java interface which extends . An implementation of this (which might or might not be part of the definition) may then be instantiated and made available locally to any command interpreter ( which is provided, and to any programs ( ) run, and also remotely via a dynamic proxy 14 .
The methods that must be supplied when writing a PD program are shown in Fig. 2 .
The PD framework thus introduces a further software layer, as shown in Fig. 3 .
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As mentioned in §3.2, all device status samples are required to fit into the payload of a UDP datagram, and initially, connectionless (network) transport[12] was used throughout.
It was later discovered that there was effectively a limit of only a few kilobytes to the size of UDP datagrams which could be sent over the internet. This necessitated significant changes to the JMaCS implementation, to enable connection-oriented transport[12] to be used for sending samples over the Internet. Their dissemination from local and remote DIs involves the stages depicted in Fig. 4 . Certain problems were also encountered relating to security measures such as network address translation (when running clients from certain remote locations), and changes were required in order to accommodate cases where this results in changes to port numbers.
Enabling more numerous remote subscriptions
Tests in which some UI clients were (connected and) subscribing locally-having device status samples multicast to them directly-and others remotely-having the samples relayed to them individually by the server-revealed that this relaying of the samples in the latter case was resulting in a severe bottleneck.
The following two changes to the implementation were made, to help alleviate this. Instead of making only a single server thread responsible for sending all samples to all remote subscribers, and having only a single subscription connection to each remote subscriber, there is now a separate thread dedicated to each DI being subscribed to, and a separate connection per remote subscription. This allows different samples to be sent (by different threads, over different connections) concurrently.
One further change which it is anticipated will also help, but which has not yet been made, is to have the server store each device status sample in a special 'direct' buffer, thus avoiding having to copy the data back and forth between the native and Java memory spaces. --load I --load --load 9
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